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Kids learn very fast things and learn whatever they are exposed to. If the kids are exposed to the
good things like good food habit and truthful and kind environment then theyâ€™ll learn exactly that.
Otherwise, if exposed to an environment of criticism or worst still violence; theyâ€™ll have pent up
frustration, will learn aggression or become recluse.

For the healthy development of a personality a child should be exposed to nature, should be taught
kindness towards other human beings as well as innocent animals and plants. They should be
taught to do their own regular work by themselves so that they grow up to become an independent
and a confident person.

Kids learn by experiments and by following the adults. There is also another aspect of kidsâ€™ learning.
They have to be engaged and entertained through the teachings, if the lesson or the message does
not interest them theyâ€™ll not learn it. On the other hand if even the toughest of lessons is presented to
them in a fun and animated way, they can learn and internalize even the toughest of the teachings.

But it is not an easy task to simplify tough subjects like evangelism  and Gospel Tracts and present
those in an entertaining manner to the kids.

The organization called the Memory Cross, run by Rev. Andy Lambert, Mike Vitamvas and Rev. Bill
Gibson; does exactly that. The organization conducts Sunday School Activities and the Sunday
School Crafts designed to teach the gospels to the children through crafts and other interesting
activities that the children love to do.

Memory Cross has designed and developed coloring cards for the children to use. These are
designed to assist the kids to learn Bible stories from both the Old as well as the New Testaments.
The stories from the scripture that are very popular among the kids are the Noah, Moses, Roman
Road, Creation stories and also the blank cards.

Chanting Prayers have an extremely calming effect on the body. There is no better way to
experience Scripture than to memorize Scripture and enchant them. Prayer strengthens the forces
in life. With the enhanced power to concentrate ones power of observation becomes sharper and
steadily his outlook and attitude towards life is changed.

Memorizing Bible scriptures have various benefits in the following ways: make quick and wise
decisions, defend temptation and reduce stress as well as build positive attitude and build
confidence. A follower worthy of the name would always like to and attempt to share faith and good
advice.

Imagine the potential and power of imbibing these Godâ€™s gifts into a childâ€™s life early in life. Can there
be any better gift for any child?

Memory Cross helps kids to learn and memorize the Scripture by making it fun and convenient to
learn. By simply breaking a verse into four parts makes it a lot easier for the kids to learn.

Gospel Tracts are designed in a creative manner by Memory Cross that encourages people to
share Godâ€™s unblemished love. Even the most uninterested and the people new to the concepts gets
excited about the manner the unique cards have been prepared. One can carry these cards
conveniently anywhere home as well as outside the country.
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Henry Fuol - About Author:
Memory Cross is an organization run by three professionals; Rev. Andy Lambert, Rev. Bill Gibson
and Mike Vitamvas. The organization has the objective of teaching a Evangelism and Gospel Tracts
to the kids through the a Sunday School Activities and the a Sunday School Crafts.
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